Key Sports Journals

Journals are an important source of information for your studies. You will need to use these during your degree particularly for essays and projects.

By including journal articles in your research you will be accessing the most up to date and interesting material. This in turn gives better quality to your work.

The list below gives details of current print journals housed within the Drill Hall Library.

Many other important journals are available electronically. For details of how to access these start by using LibrarySearch in the My Learning / Learning Support page in the portal.

- ACSM's Health & Fitness
- Adapted Physical Activity Quarterly
- American Journal of Sports Medicine
- Athletic Therapy Today
- British Journal of Sports Medicine
- Clinical Journal of Sports Medicine
- Coach
- Current Sports Medicine Reports
- International Journal of Sports Nutrition & Exercise Metabolism
- International Journal of Sports Medicine
- Journal of Aging & Physical Activity
- Journal of Applied Physiology
- Journal of Bone & Joint Surgery
- Journal of Sport & Exercise Psychology
- Journal of Sport Management
- Journal of Sports Science
- Massage World
- Medicine & Science in Sports & Exercise
- Muscle & Nerve
- Peak Performance
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• Pediatric Exercise Science
• Physical Education & Sport Pedagogy
• Research Quarterly for Exercise & Sport
• Sport Psychologist
• SportEX Dynamics
• SportEX Health
• SportEX Medicine
• Sports Injury Bulletin
• Sports Medicine

**Free Online Journal Resources**

_Nature_ - website for the journal Nature with lots of up to date research, articles and news.

_Science_ - website for the journal Science with lots of up to date research, articles and news.

_New Scientist_ - website for the magazine New Scientist with lots of up to date research, articles and news.

_British Journal of Cardiology_ - a free archive and current issue for this journal title.

**Journal Abbreviation Information**

Do you only have abbreviations for your journal title information? Not sure what they mean?

Use the sites below to help you get the full journal name.

- Science & Engineering Journals
- Jabbr from Cornell University
- CAPlus Core Journal Coverage List
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